
Alphabet Books





The Metis Alphabet Book

– Author – Joseph Jean Fauchon

– Illustrator – Sheldon Mavieux

– Publisher – Gabriel Dumont Institute of Native Studies and Applied Research

– Copyright 2009

– This book goes through the alphabet highlighting Metis historical figures, 

significant events and places of interest as well as other aspects of Metis 

identity. 





A is for Aboriginal

– Author – Joseph MacLean

– Illustrator – Brendan Heard

– Publisher – Interactive Publishing Corperation

– Copyright 2014

– First book in the First Nations Reader Series. 

– Each letter explores a name, a place or facet of Aboriginal history and culture.

– At the bottom of each letter there is a list of Indigenous peoples that begin with that letter.

– The glossary is extensive but is not a definitive list of Indigenous people. The main focus is on 
North America but there are some Indigenous people listed from every continent. 





The Aboriginal Alphabet for 

Children

– Author – Evelyn Ballantyne

– Illustrator – J. Marleen Ross and Noah Head

– Publisher – Pemmican Publications Inc.

– Copyright 2001

– Alphabet book

– Goes through the alphabet with each letter related to something that was used or is 
significant in Metis culture (ei. A for axe, B for beaded, C for canoe)

– A single picture of each letter is in colour and pops off the page.

– Type is larger than some books and the word that corresponds with the letter is underlined

– The author and illustrators are all members of the Opaskwayak Cree Nation and the publisher 
is committed to the promotion of Metis culture and heritage



Residential Schools





Secret Path

– Author – Gord Downie

– Illustrator – Jeff Lemire

– Publisher –Simon and Schuester

– Copyright 2016

– Graphic novel

– Series of ten poems that tell the story of Chanie “Charlie” Wenjack, a twelve year 
old boy who died trying to run away from an Indian Residential School fifty years 
ago

– Illustrations are all in black and white except for Chanie’s memories of back home 

– Comes with a ten song digital download album by Gord Downie





Cheyenne Again

– Author – Eve Bunting

– Illustrator – Irving Toddy

– Publisher – Clarion Books

– Copyright 1995

– In the late 1800’s a Cheyenne boy named Young Bull is taken from his family to 
boarding school to learn the ways of the White Man.

– Discusses residential schools in a manner that is appropriate for kids, uses the 
word Indian, captivating images, not something for kids to read on their own, 
AMERICAN, good conversation starter





When I Was Eight

– Author – Christy Jordan-Fenton & Margaret Pokiak-Fenton

– Illustrator – Gabrielle Grimard

– Publisher – Annick Press

– Copyright 2013

– Eight-year-old Margaret has set her sights on learning to read, even though it means leaving her 
village in the high Arctic. Faced with unceasing pressure, her father finally agrees, but he warns 
Margaret of the terrors of residential schools. At school Margaret soon encounters the Raven, a 
black-cloaked nun. She immediately dislikes young Margaret. Intending to humiliate her, the Raven 
gives gray stockings to all the girls — all except Margaret, who gets red ones. In an instant Margaret 
is the laughing stock of the entire school. In the face of such cruelty, Margaret refuses to be 
intimidated and bravely gets rid of the stockings. Although a sympathetic nun stands up for 
Margaret, in the end it is this brave young girl who teaches the Raven a lesson. Based on a true 
story, this book is a version of Fatty Legs geared toward a younger audience. 





Not My Girl

– Author - Christy Jordan-Fenton & Margaret Pokiak-Fenton

– Illustrator – Gabrielle Grimard

– Publisher – Annick Press

– Copyright 2014

– Two years ago, Margaret left her Arctic home for the outsiders’ school. Now she has returned 
and can barely contain her excitement as she rushes towards her waiting family—but her 
mother stands still as a stone. This strange, skinny child, with her hair cropped short, can’t be 
her daughter. “Not my girl!” she says angrily. Margaret’s years at school have changed her. 
Now ten years old, she has forgotten her language and the skills to hunt and fish. She can’t 
even stomach her mother’s food. Her only comfort is in the books she learned to read at 
school. Gradually, Margaret relearns the words and ways of her people. With time, she earns 
her father’s trust enough to be given a dogsled of her own. As her family watches with pride, 
Margaret knows she has found her place once more.





Kookum’s Red Shoes

– Author – Peter Eyvindson

– Illustrator – Sheldon Dawson

– Publisher – Pemmican Publications Inc

– Copyright 2011

– In this story, an Elder, Kookum, tells about her experiences as a child attending a Catholic-run 
residential school. As a child growing up in a loving family, Kookum recalls seeing a movie 
called The Wizard of Oz. Like Dorothy, Kookum is taken up into a wild and scary tornado as she 
is whisked away from her home into a foreign residential school. She had to leave her lovely 
red shoes behind. The story follows Kookum's time at residential school and she finds her 
beautiful red shoes are too small when she eventually returns to her home community. 

– Talks about courage, love, perseverance, residential schools, respect

– Meant for grade four and higher





These Are My Words: The 

Residential School Diary of Violet 

Pesheens

– Author – Ruby Slipperjack

– Publisher - Scholastic

– Copyright 2016

– 12 year old Violet Pesheens is struggling to adjust to her new life at Residential School. She misses her Grandma; 
she has run-ins with Cree girls; at her “white” school, everyone just stares; and everything she brought has been 
taken from her, including her name—she is now just a number. But worst of all, she has a fear. A fear of forgetting 
the things she treasures most: her Anishnabe language; the names of those she knew before; and her traditional 
customs. A fear of forgetting who she was. Her notebook is the one place she can record all of her worries, and 
heartbreaks, and memories. And maybe, just maybe there will be hope at the end of the tunnel.

– Part of the Dear Canada Series

– A 200 page novel set up as diary entries

– Based on the authors own experiences





Fatty Legs

– Author – Christy Jordan-Fenton and Margaret Pokiak-Fenton

– Illustrator – Liz Amini-Holmes

– Publisher – Annick Press

– Copyright 2010

– Eight-year-old Margaret Pokiak has set her sights on learning to read, even though it means leaving her village in the high 
Arctic. Faced with unceasing pressure, her father finally agrees to let her make the five-day journey to attend school, but 
he warns Margaret of the terrors of residential schools. At school Margaret soon encounters the Raven, a black-cloaked 
nun with a hooked nose and bony fingers that resemble claws. She immediately dislikes the strong-willed young Margaret. 
Intending to humiliate her, the heartless Raven gives gray stockings to all the girls -- all except Margaret, who gets red 
ones. In an instant Margaret is the laughingstock of the entire school. In the face of such cruelty, Margaret refuses to be 
intimidated and bravely gets rid of the stockings. Although a sympathetic nun stands up for Margaret, in the end it is this 
brave young girl who gives the Raven a lesson in the power of human dignity.

– A 112 page novel which has been turned into a picture book for younger grades (When I Was Eight)

– Complimented by photos from Margaret Pokiak-Fenton's collection and artwork from Liz Amini-Holmes,



Sports





Lacrosse Warrior: The Life of 

Mohawk Lacrosse Champ Gaylord 

Powless

– Author – Wendy Lewis

– Publisher – James Lorimer & Company

– Copyright 2008

– Chapter book

– Gaylord Powless was playing lacrosse by the age of three. His father was a famous 
player who taught Gaylord everything he knew. But Gaylord's tremendous skill and 
native ancestry made him a target on and off the lacrosse floor. Gaylord learned that 
the best revenge was to improve his game. He became a standard for sportsmanship 
and skill and a pioneer in promoting equality for Canadian athletes of all ethnic 
backgrounds.





Jordin TooToo: The Highs and Lows 

in the Journey of the First Inuit to 

Play in the NHL

– Author – Melanie Florence

– Publisher – James Lorimer & Company

– Copyright 2010

– Chapter book

– In 2003 Jordin Kudluk "Thunder" Tootoo became the first Inuit to play in an NHL game. 
Although hockey is a rough sport to begin with, Jordin Tootoo is known for having to fight his 
way through. Jordin has had more than his fair share of fights — both on and off the ice. He's 
had to overcome the social problems that are associated with the North, fight his way through 
the discrimination and culture shock he encountered after leaving Rankin Inlet and moving to 
Alberta to play in the Juniors, and see his way through the grief of losing his NHL-bound older 
brother and hero, Terence Tootoo, to suicide in 2002. This biography explores the struggles 
and accomplishments of the most recognized role model for young Aboriginal and Inuit 
people today.





First Nations Hockey Players

– Author – Will Cardinal

– Publisher - Eschia Books

– Copyright 2008

– This meticulously researched book features fifty profiles of current players, legends and the 
top ten Aboriginal hockey players. NHL players who became heroes both on and off the ice are 
featured. Commencing with a brief history of Aboriginal hockey, each profile describes how 
these players pursued careers in hockey, personal stat records and individual motivations such 
as being inspired by parents, as an outlet for frustrations or an escape from poverty, or as a 
personal commitment to fitness. Learn who first discovered the players pro hockey talent, 
how they rose to MVP status, achieved honours and awards, and the harsh downside of 
success: burnout, racism and addiction. Some players signed $15 to $27 million dollar 
contracts, while several broke the barriers for generations to follow. 





The Moccasin Goalie

– Author & Illustrator – William Roy Brownridge

– Publisher – Orca Book Publishers

– Copyright 2001

– Danny and his friends, Anita, Petou and Marcel, are typical prairie youngsters--hockey mad. The four 
are always playing road hockey or involved in a game of shinny on the community rink. One day a 
town team, the Wolves, is formed. The friends are overjoyed, but when the time comes to choose 
the team, only Marcel is picked. The other three friends are not chosen; Anita is a girl, Petou is too 
small and Danny cannot skate. It is the biggest disappointment of Danny's life. But near the end of 
the season, the regular goalie is injured and Danny is asked to replace him. If the Wolves can win the 
game, they will make the playoffs! This is Danny's chance to prove that even though he can't wear a 
pair of skates and wears a pair of moccasins instead, he can still play the game!

– First of three books in a series. Book two is The Final Game and book three is Victory at Paradise Hill



Treaties



Kicking the 

Elephant’s 

Ankle



Kicking the Elephant’s Ankle

– Author – Christopher D’Souza

– Illustrator – Nathalie Santa

– Publisher – Diverse City Strategies

– Copyright 2012

– Euro the elephant asked Adam and his tribe of ants if he could graze on their land because the trees were real 
ripe. Adam said, “Sure thing, as long as you share the fruit. Just watch out where you step and be careful where 
you poop. But when Adam returned the next day to his mound he found that his anthill had been squashed to the 
ground. The elephant kept all of the wealth, and had posted a sign claiming the trees. Adam and his ancestors 
before him had always been on the land and he refused to leave so they decided to take a stand. They confronted 
Euro but he just would not listen! So Adam called upon colonies from every direction. Together they covered his 
skin and in a synchronized attack they all bit him on cue. The elephant screamed and admitted defeat. The ants 
retreated to their homes leaving Adam alone with Euro. The two negotiate a treaty that is fair; Euro would get to 
eat from the tree as long as he knocked down some fruit and he would be careful where he stepped and careful 
where he pooped.



Legends





The Legend of the Fog

– Author – Qaunaq Mikkigak and Joanne Schwartz

– Illustrator – Danny Christopher

– Publisher – Inhabit Media Inc. 

– Copyright 2011

– In this traditional Inuit story, a simple walk on the tundra becomes a life or death journey for a young man. When he 
comes across a monster who wants to take him home and cook him for dinner, the young man’s quick thinking saves him 
from being devoured by the monster and his family. Due to his own ignorance, the monster is tricked into drinking more 
water than his body can hold, thus exploding and in the process releases the first fog into the world.

– Very dark pictures that are extremely well done

– Could have students write their own legends about how the first whatever of their choosing was brought into this world

– There are many different versions of the story; the monster could be a giant, a large-bellied ogre or even grizzly bears who 
have assumed human form

– It is a legend from the Canadian Arctic; specifically Nunavut, which is also the home to Qaunaq Mikkigak





Caribou Song/Ateek

Oonagamoon/Atinhko Nikamon

– Author – Tomson Highway

– Illustrator – John Rombough

– Publisher – Fifth House Ltd.

– Copyright 2013

– Joe and Cody are young Cree brothers who follow the caribou all year long, tucked into their dog 
sled with Mama and Papa. To entice the wandering herds, Joe plays his accordion and Cody dances, 
whirling like a young caribou. They are so busy playing and dancing, they don't hear the rumble of 
the caribou. Bursting from the forest, ten thousand animals fill the meadow. Joe is caught in the 
middle and can barely see Cody a few yards away. Their parents seem to have disappeared. And yet 
what should be a moment of terror turns into something mystical and magical, as the boys open 
their arms and their hearts to embrace the caribou spirit.

– Dual language (English and Cree), abstract images, 





The Woman Who Married a Bear

– Author – Elizabeth James

– Illustrator – Antanas

– Publisher – Simply Read Books

– Copyright 2008

– While picking blackberries one summer day, a young woman steps in a pile of bear dung. Disgusted, she curses the bears. Two black bears 
overhear her complaints and decide to teach her a lesson. They take her to their village, where she’s forced to marry the Bear Chief's nephew. 
Slowly, she becomes accustomed to her strange new life, but she longs for her old life and her brothers, who still search for her. Her and her 
husband leave the tribe as the others fear the tribe will be killed if her brothers find them. They make a home in a cave where she gives birth to 
two half human/half bear creatures. She grows to love them and as they grew, she began to forget about her brothers. Then one day, she hears 
shouting, leaves the cave and sees her brothers heading in the wrong direction. She gets their attention and her husband sacrifices himself after 
she promises to sing his death song. Her village welcomes her and her children home and she realizes how wrong she was about the bears. Over 
the years the woman teaches the village to only hunt bears when necessary and to do so with deep reverence. However, she felt out of place, like 
something was missing. One day her brothers bring her three bear pelts and she placed one on her back as well as her two children. All of a 
sudden the three of them turn into bears! Together, they travel to the mountains and are never seen again. 

– Beautiful images with lots of texture

– Ancient story of many First Nations cultures of the Yukon, Alaska, and BC

– Different than most transformation stories; usually the animal turns human and it is the opposite in this one

– Theme of respect and reverence for the animal kingdom





Nanabosho and the Butterflies

– Author – Joe McLellan and Matrine McLellan

– Illustrator – Jackie Traverse

– Publisher – Pemmican Publications Inc.  

– Copyright 2010

– Nokomis (Grandmother) takes her grandchildren to the (now closed) residential school she went to as a girl. She tells them that she had to live 
there and that they were not allowed to learn the Anishinabe (Ojibwa) way anymore. The children ask what the Anishinabe way is and she tells 
them how one day when she was wishing she was home she saw a butterfuly which made her feel happy and it gave her hope. It was the only 
time she laughed in that building. She then tells the story of Nanabosho and how he created butterflies. We learn that butterflies are meant to 
roam the world, bringing wonder and laughter to children everywhere. 

– 11th story in the Nanabosho series

– Images were well down and popped off the page

– Can easily tell when the story shifts from being a story about the grandmother and her grandchildren (red pages) to the story of Nanabosho
(white pages)

– Could use it as a guide; have children write their own story about how and why something was created 





Good Wolf, Bad Wolf

– Author – Achilles Gentle

– Illustrator – Edwin Bighetty

– Publisher – Native Reflections Inc.

– Copyright 2014

– A grandfather and grandson are out fishing and decide to make camp for the night. Around the campfire Grandfather tells 
the story about the battle going on inside people between the good wolf and the evil wolf. Grandson thinks about it and 
asks “which wolf will win the fight?” Grandfather replies with “the wolf that wins, is the one you feed.”

– Large text and simple sentences

– Very detailed and pretty images, all nature

– Backgrounds for each wolf match their personality (ei. evil wolf has a dark moon and kind of scary trees, good wolf has a 
bright sunrise)

– Good for younger grades to even read alone

– Can use when talking about emotions or feelings 





The Legend of the White Buffalo 

Woman

– Author & Illustrator – Paul Goble

– Publisher – National Geographic Society

– Copyright 2002

– tells the story of the first peace pipe, presented to the Lakota people to connect 

them to the Great Spirit, who will guide them through the hardships of life

– Has the meaning of the pipe at the back

– Could use it with Buffalo Dreams

– Very pretty and detailed illustrations





Storm Maker’s Tipi

– Author & Illustrator – Paul Goble

– Publisher – Atheneum Books

– Copyright 2001

– tells of how tipis were first granted to the Blackfoot people and then, in a 

dramatic rendering of an old myth, tells of why the painted designs on tipis 

have come to possess their meaning and power

– Very beautiful illustrations

– Includes a build your own tipi worksheet





The Earth Made New

– Author & Illustrator – Paul Goble

– Publisher – World Wisdom Inc. 

– Copyright 2009

– Weaves together the legends of the Plains Indian tribes including the stories of the 
Cheyenne, Blackfoot, Arapah, and Crow, among others

– celebrates a new Earth after the flood and narrates the making of the buffaloes, 
mountains, plants, horses and Thunderbirds among others.

– Contains notes throughout the story

– Has beautiful and detailed illustrations

– Includes a detailed introduction, foreword and references list





Brothers of the Wolf

– Author & Illustrator – Caroll Simpson

– Publisher Heritage House Publishing Company Ltd.

– Copyright 2014

– This is the tale two wolf cubs found and raised in a village on the Pacific coast as human children. 
The wolf cub brothers, Tkope and Klale, are very different from one another. One feels most at 
home in the forest, while the other is more comfortable in the sea. When they undergo a 
supernatural transformation, one turns into a Sea Wolf and one turns into a Timber Wolf. Although 
they are separated, their howling voices unite at regular intervals, waking up Moon and saving the 
world from uncertain darkness.

– This story is not the retelling of a single tribal group’s legend. Instead it is a fictional creation using 
common traits, themes and supernatural creatures found among the various people groups of the 
Pacific Northwest.

– Illustrations are bright and detailed





The Drum Calls Softly

– Author – David Bouchard and Shelly Willier

– Illustrator – Jim Poitras

– Publisher – Red Deer Press

– Copyright 2008

– The unnamed participant takes part in the traditional drum dance and then gathers 
by the waters of a creek with the elders. The creek tells of lives being born and of 
lives being laid to rest. The seeker drinks of the water and feels refreshed. The drum 
dance continues throughout a whole day and night. When it is finished, “You are 
now family; you’re a part of me.” The seeker emerges from his spiritual journey as 
he hears, “Come back my friend. You’re not the same.”





The Legend of the Buffalo Stone

– Author – Dawn Sprung

– Illustrator – Charles Bullshields

– Publisher – Heritage House Publishing Company

– Copyright 2013

– based on the history of the Blackfoot people—specifically their dependence on the buffalo and how they hunted the great animals on foot before 
horses were brought to North America

– The story centres on Hanata, a young Blackfoot girl who understands the importance of the buffalo for her peoples’ survival. She not only helps to 
hunt the great animals, but also prepares the meat and skins and makes toys for the younger children using bison bones. She knows that without 
the buffalo, her people would lose their main source of food and shelter. Then, a long winter descends on the land and the buffalo disappear. 
Hungry and desperate, Hanata goes on a quest in search of an iniskim, a stone shaped like a sleeping buffalo and possessed of powers that will 
make the buffalo return. After a long and dangerous journey with only basic supplies and courage in her heart, Hanata finds the stone and comes 
back to her village. She uses the iniskim to the call the buffalo and, sure enough, the animals return. Hanata and her people are saved.

– Teacher guide can be downloaded from the Heritage House Publishing Co. website

– retold with the permission and under the advisement of a First Nations scholar and member of the Blackfoot nation.





Buffalo Dreams

– Author & Illustrator – Kim Doner

– Publisher – West Winds Press

– Copyright 2009

– The Bearpaw children learn of a white buffalo calf that is born on a ranch far from their home. The family leaves on a 
spontaneous trip in their camper to take gifts to the newborn. The children had grown up with the story of the White 
Buffalo Calf Woman, the powerful spirit who saved a starving tribe in ancient times, and had been reborn in the form of a 
white buffalo. The little boy runs away from their camp and his sister follows. She finds him in the carrel of the white calf 
but the white calf is protected by its large mother. The little girl is able to get the mother to back down and allow her to 
pet the white calf. She feels magic when she pets the calf. Their parents arrive with the farmer and together the family 
goes back to camp. Back at camp the little girl pulls out the feather she was going to leave for the calf and ties it to her 
dream catcher and ends up leaving her dream catcher as a gift for the calf. 

– Extremly detailed, beautiful illustrations

– Has the legend of the white buffalo calf woman at the back as well as instructions on how to make a dream catcher

– A lengthy book and would be best to read over a couple of sittings depending on the age level 



Identity





I Like Who I Am

– Author – Tara White

– Illustrator – Lee Claremont

– Publisher – Theytus Books

– Copyright 2008

– Celina is a young Mohawk girl who moves to her mother’s home reserve. She is 
teased by her classmates who tell her that she is not Mohawk and does not belong 
because she has blond hair and blue eyes. Celina starts to believe her classmates 
and decides not to dance at an upcoming Pow Wow. But her great-grandmother 
helps Celina understand that being Mohawk is not about how she looks but about 
what she feels in her heart. When the drumming starts at the Pow Wow, Celina 
decides to dance after all.





Nokum is My Teacher

– Author – David Bouchard

– Illustrator – Allen Sapp

– Publisher – Red Deer Press

– Copyright 2006

– A young Aboriginal boy, poses questions to his grandmother (his "Nokum“), about the world beyond their home and 
community. Through a series of questions, Nokum guides her grandson towards an understanding of his need to fit into 
and learn more about this large world beyond the reserve. Nokum offers her grandson a vision of a world he can enter 
through imagination and reading, while retaining respect for the ways of his people. By the end of the book, the young boy 
has learned many new ideas from his grandmother and discovered his own wisdom in dealing with the changes in his life.

– Text is presented in both English and Cree

– Comes with a CD which has David Bouchard’s dramatic reading with original music performed by Northern Cree, an 
Aboriginal drumming group

– Illustrations are very textured paintings and depict First Nations community life as well as capture reverence for both the 
land and those who live on it



Missing and Murdered 

Indigenous Women





Betty: The Helen Betty Osborne 

Story

– Author – David Alexander Robertson

– Illustrator – Scott Henderson

– Publisher – Highwater Press

– Copyright 2015

– Graphic novel based on a true story

– Helen Betty Osborne, known as Betty to her closest friends and family, dreamed of becoming a 
teacher. She left her home to attend residential school and high school in a small town in Manitoba. 
On November 13, 1971, Betty was abducted and brutally murdered by four young men.

– Black and white illustrations make this true story effortlessly pop off the page

– Shows that the issue of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women is not a recent issue

– Use with older grades (ei. 7 and 8) due to content and somwhat graphic images



Medicine Wheel





The Medicine Wheel: Stories of a 

Hoop Dance

– Author – Teddy Anderson

– Illustrator – Jessika von Innerebner

– Publisher – Medicine Wheel Education Inc.

– Copyright 2014

– Follows a young boy who is listening to the stories told by his Mooshum (Grandfather) about the Hoop Dancer and 
how they use the Medicine Wheel

– encourages children to connect with the symbol and understand inclusion of all cultures by learning along with 
the young boy and his friends who come to hear the story from across the world.

– Approved by Elder Matowaykanchantewashte – Dewayne Ward

– Author (who is English, Norweign, Persian and grew up in Africa and Canada) was spiritually welcomed into an 
Objiway family and was given special permission to learn the hoop dance

– Illustrator has done extensive work for Pixar and Disney

– Stereotypical depictions of people from other countries, otherwise the pictures are vibrant and colourful



PowWow Teachings





Powwow’s Coming

– Author & Illustrator – Linda Boyden

– Publisher – University of New Mexico Press

– Copyright 2007

– Explains the Powwow's dancing and what people feel, see, hear, and do during a Powwow

– Each page has one to two sentences on it that express the feeling toward Powwow dancing

– Large print and few words in this book make it easy for younger children to read

– Illustrations are bright and colourful

– Has a couple of games at the back as well as a short paragraph on what a powwow is as well 
as how to behave at a powwow





The Song Within My Heart

– Author – David Bouchard 

– Illustrator – Allen Sapp

– Publisher – Raincoast Books 

– Copyright 2003

– A young boy grows up in an average Cree household but has a very special bond with his grandmother. She takes 
her heritage very seriously and wants to pass the traditions and knowledge down unto her grandson. In doing so, 
she takes him to his first pow-wow. Through this cultural experience, he learns new things about his ancestry and 
does tries new things. For instance, the people who play the drums at this pow-wow share their story through the 
rhythm and the beats of their drum. Not only does this young boy learn more about his heritage, he learns to look 
at things in a different perspective and realizes that his family history is all around him.

– Based on memories of Allen Sapp’s childhood

– Written similarly to poetry 



Safety





Living Safe, Playing Safe

– Author – Karen Olson

– Illustrator – Leonard George Jr. 

– Publisher – Penticton Indian Band

– Copyright 2005

– Tony, Rainey, Jennifer and Mavies are four young First Nations children that love 

to play. Together, with help from their parents, they learn some valuable safety 

lessons to practise at school, at home, and on the playground.



Historical Fiction





Blood Upon Our Land: The North 

West Resistance Diary of Josephine 

Bouvier

– Author – Maxine Trottier

– Publisher - Scholastic

– Copyright 2009

– Tension grips Batoche, Saskatchewan in 1885. Many Métis have moved here after the 1870 
Riel Rebellion in Manitoba. But life in Batoche is difficult. The Métis seem to be losing their 
way of life. They want title to their land, but the government has delayed it for years, and talk 
of a second uprising is in the air. Thirteen-year-old Josephine finds herself torn over the 
Resistance: she is worried for her brother who is eager to fight; for her father who prefers a 
peaceful solution; and for Louis Riel, the leader whose is trying to preserve the Métis way of 
life. The story follows her journey.

– Part of the Dear Canada Series

– A 200 page novel set up as diary entries



Other





Grandfather Buffalo

– Author and Illustrator – Jim Arnosky

– Publisher – The Penguin Group

– Copyright 2006

– Grandfather Buffalo is the oldest bull in the herd. Whenever the herd moves on, 

he is always a little behind. But when a female buffalo is ready to give birth, he 

is there to protect her, and he’s there to help nudge the new calf along. The 

youngster’s liveliness puts Grandfather Buffalo to the test, but the calf learns 

quickly that whether the herd is braving a dust storm or stopping for a rest, 

there’s no better place to be than right by Grandfather Buffalo’s side.





Red Parka Mary

– Author – Peter Eyvindson

– Illustrator – Rhian Brynjolson

– Publisher – Pemmican Publications Inc

– Copyright 1996

– A seven year old boy passed by Mary’s shack every day on the way home from school. Without stopping. He was 
afraid of her. One day Mary called out to the boy and gave him a pail full of chokecherries. He took them home to 
his mother. When that pail of chokecherries turned into jelly and ended up on the breakfast table, he decided that 
maybe Mary wasn’t so scary after all. The next morning the boy returned Mary’s pail filled with a bag of sugar. 
From then on the boy often stopped at Mary’s on the way home from school. She taught him how to snare and 
skin a rabbit and to turn the leather into a pair of moccasins lined with fur. With his parent’s help the boy bought 
Mary a red parka for Christmas. When she opened it on Christmas Eve the boy was embarrassed because he 
realized that she had nothing to give in return. To his surprise she said that she would give him the biggest gift in 
the world at Christmas dinner. After much guessing as to the nature of the gift the boy opened a tiny box 
containing a red heart shaped bead.

– Detailed pictures, textured, larger text





Solomon’s Tree

– Author – Andrea Spalding

– Illustrator – Janet Wilson

– Publisher – Orca Book Publishers

– Copyright 2002

– In this story about friendship, loss, family support, and cultural tradition, Solomon, a 
young aboriginal only child, finds friendship in the boughs of a large old maple. The 
tree shares its seasonal secrets in whispers, rustles, chuckles, and creaky lullabies. 
When nature’s force unexpectedly fells the tree, leaving Solomon bereft, his uncle 
offers him a way to remember and honour the tree’s spirit. Together, they create a 
mask from one of the maple’s logs. During his dance to celebrate the mask’s 
completion, Solomon unwittingly, but fittingly, helps new tree life take root.
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– This is the story of a young girl who receives a special gift from her grandfather – a 
fiddle!  The fiddle comes with a story that has been passed down through many 
generations.  Her grandfather tells the tale of his great great grandfather whose 
friend was an old spruce tree.  Andrea  listens to her grandfather’s story which is 
filled with music, dancing and laughter.  Included with this book is a CD of traditional 
Métis fiddle music played by a musician Desmond Lagace, and the story of Andrea’s 
Fiddle narrated by Susan Dupuis. Also included are teaching songs and tablature.
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– It is spring and the fresh breeze is blows off the ocean as Yetsa and her mom walk to Grandma’s 
house. Yetsa is wearing her favorite sweater which is getting to be too small for her. But her sweater 
is full of memories and it was knit with so much love. When they arrive at Grandma’s the new 
fleeces have arrived and Yetsa helps Grandma turn them into spinning wool for making Cowichan 
sweaters over the next few weeks. One Saturday, they arrive and Grandma has many balls of wool 
ready to make many, many sweaters. Grandma is knitting Yetsa a new sweater which is full of love. 

– Pictures are almost life like, information and a history on Cowichan sweaters is provided at the end 


